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Dragon TV & Film Studio is a purpose-built state of the art
production facility on the outskirts of Bridgend, South Wales. 

Comprised of five purpose-built studios, the 100-acre site offers
one of the best facilities available to production companies from
around the globe. Throughout our site we have several multi-
purpose buildings suitable to accommodate the needs of
productions. In addition to these facilities, we have extensive
grounds including woodlands and our private lake.

TV & FILM STUDIOS 
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Dragon TV & Film Studio is a
purpose-built state of the art

production facility on the
outskirts of Bridgend, South

Wales. 

DRAGON 
STUDIOS

http://www.dragonstudios.wales/
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Dragon Studios has a wide range of dedicated support space
of more than 75,000 sq ft. Stages1-4 all have a two-story
office block. Office areas were designed to accommodate a
flexible working space with a toilet block, boiler room and
kitchen. Our offices can be adapted to become a meeting
room, rehearsal rooms, read-through space, holding areas or
any kind of required workspace. All floors are fitted with
disabled access. 

PRODUCTION ACCOMMODATION

BACKLOT

CREW  WELL-BEING 

One of our key assets is space. Situated central to the site is a
large gravel expanse. This area can be tailored to meet the
individual requirements of your production, providing the
ideal space for a large exterior set build or several smaller
builds. Power and drainage are already in place.  If an exterior
build is not required, this space is also suitable for positioning
a large-scale unit base.

Across the site, various outdoor seating areas provide the
cast and crew with a calming space to step away and enjoy
the views of the countryside. We understand the importance
of exercise and health when working with a demanding
filming schedule. Our onsite gym offers high-quality
equipment that allows a variety of training styles. Available to
principal cast, executives and stunts. 

 

"EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES &
OUTSTANDING WORK
ENVIRONMENT FOR CAST &
CREWS.”
KRISTIAN MILSTED, PRODUCTION DESIGNER

http://www.dragonstudios.wales/
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Screen Alliance Wales is a not-for-profit organisation that recognises
the global potential of the film and TV industry in Wales.

Screen Alliance Wales based in Wolf Studios Wales, is the gateway between the
industry and its workforce in Wales. SAW is unique and has become the
industry standard in promoting the complete supply chain from one single
place. 

We believe that the future workforce of the industry should truly reflect the
cultures, ethnicity, economic background, and abilities of the community in
which they are based, and none of these should be a hurdle to employment.
Screen Alliance Wales is a not-for-profit organisation that recognises the global
potential of the film and TV industry in Wales.

TV & FILM EDUCATION & TRAINING 

SCREEN ALLIANCE
WALES
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Making Imagination Reality Through Creative Excellence

4Wood has built up an impressive catalogue of programming working on high-
profile, box-set series that have streamed on Netflix, HBO, Sky, Disney+ and
the BBC. It has become an integral part of the fabric of the South Wales studio
landscape which has itself undergone significant growth over the last five
years. With over 30,000 sqft of workshop space, 4Wood have the facility to
pre-fabricate the majority of projects before delivering nationwide.

TV & FILM SERVICES
Our creative crew can work

according to precise CAD and pencil
drawings, as well as work in textiles,

plastic, metal, glass, or any other
conceivable medium.

4WOOD

http://www.4wood.tv/
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Whether you are looking for pre-built sets, film scenery
or prop-making, require a construction manager, TV or
film construction, 4WOOD has an established team, with
many decades of experience in traditional British design
and interactive, scenic construction methods.

SET BUILDING CARPENTRY CNC MACHINERY

SCULPTURE
WORKSHOP

METAL FABRICATION SCENIC CLOTH
PAINTING

HOT WIRE MACHINING SUB-CONTRACTING KUKA ROBOT MILLING /
POLY SCULPTING

http://www.4wood.tv/
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Shadow Rigging offers a highly
professional and flexible service.
Whether you are looking to hire a deck
for the day or have a full Rigging Team
to exclusively service the production or
event, we can provide a complete
bespoke package that fits your unique
needs and can supply a complete
range of kit, at any time, from our fully
stocked warehouse.

SHADOW 
RIGGING

Shadow Rigging Ltd was established in 2004 to service the needs of
the UK Film & TV industry. It quickly grew its reputation in delivering
a quality service and is now Wales’ leading specialist in supplying
Rigging kit and crew to the industry.

Shadow has worked with some of the best production companies
in the business, including Disney+, Lucasfilm, NBCU, Netflix, BBC
and Bad Wolf.

TV & FILM RIGGING 

At, Shadow Rigging, we are
committed to continuous
improvement, staying ahead of the
game with up-to-date products, staff
training and apprenticeships, as we
constantly strive to provide an
excellent service for every
production. 
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We work closely with travel co-ordinators and travel
teams to carefully match up the best properties for
productions and negotiate the very best rates and
cancellation terms.

Whether it's for crew hotels with great facilities or a
discreet luxury hotel for cast and directors. We have
full management of all bookings and rooming lists no
matter how many times this changes. We cover it all.

COMPASS TRAVEL
MANAGEMENT

Compass Travel Management are an experienced travel management
company for TV, Media and Film, specialising in accommodation solutions for
Cast, Crew and Directors. We have built strong relationships and knowledge
with hotel accommodation, serviced apartments, country homes and venues
around the UK and Wales.

We understand every production is unique, and we are here to offer our
services to save time, money and stress. From finding accommodation options
matched perfectly to your brief and budget, we are available 24 hours a day.
IATA registered and able to offer credit facilities at hotels. 

TV & FILM TRAVEL MANAGEMENT 

http://www.compasstravelmanagement.com/
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Our fleet enables us to supply film,
TV, and events even in the most
challenging locations. In Location
Solutions Wales we find
sustainability and care for the
environment extremely essential
and drive towards a greener future.

We offer delivery or collection
seven days a week and is tailored to
suit you and your productions
specific requirements.

Whatever the scale of the production, our single aim is to take the
pressure off a location’s team and provide what is needed to ensure
a successful shoot. We stock a wide variety of equipment available
for hire and consumables for sale.

TV & FILM LOCATION SUPPORT 

LOCATION
SOLUTIONS



SUSTAINABILITY
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Through the Screen New
Deal: Transformation Plan,
albert, the BFI, and Arup are
working with Creative Wales,
Ffilm Cymru Wales and
Clwstwr to conduct localised
data collection and mapping.

This will identify film and
HETV-related services which
already exist in the area,
highlight service gaps and
advance the creation of a
location-based
transformation plan to
decarbonise TV and film
production. The 18-month
programme will deliver the
transformation plan by mid-
2023.

We are very proud to say that Wales has been selected to put
environmental sustainability recommendations for screen
production into action in Screen New Deal: Transformation
Plan.

The initiative is a follow-up to the Screen New Deal report
released in 2020, which explored the carbon impact of the film
production sector and proposed a practical route forward for
scripted film, high-end TV drama and studio-based productions
to reach a zero-carbon, zero-waste future, aligned with net zero
and science-based targets. To find out more about the project,
please visit Screen New Deal Transformation Plan for Wales

IN WALES 

https://wearealbert.org/screen-new-deal-wales-transformation-plan/


CONTACT US

07971 208 843 

www.dragonstudios.wales 

tom@dragonstudios.wales 

dragonstudioswales 

02920 494 875

www.4wood.tv

james@4wood.tv

4woodtvandf i lm

01443 831 092

www.shadowrigging.co.uk

stacey@shadowrigging.co.uk

DRAGON STUDIOS WALES SCREEN ALLIANCE WALES

4WOOD

07817 728 658 

www.screenal l iancewales.com

al l ison@screenal l iancewales.com

screenal l iancewales 

07535 590 369

www.locat ionsolut ions.wales

monika@locat ionsolut ions.wales 

locat ionsolut ionswales 

07947 229 868

www.compasstravelmanagement.com

nicola.edmunds@compasstravelmanagement.com

LOCATION SOLUTIONS 

SHADOW RIGGING COMPASS TRAVEL MANAGEMENT
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